TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
STAFF REPORT
February 6, 2012

For the meeting of Februarv 14, 2012
TO:

Town Council

FROM:

Debra Stutsman, Town Manager
Daria Carrillo, Finance and Administrative Services Director

SUBJECT:

2011-12 Mid-Year Budget Review

RECOMMENDATION
That Council consider approval of the attached draft resolution amending the 2011-12 Budget, after
reviewing requests for mid-year allocations.

BACKGROUND
On September 27,2011, the Town Council approved Resolution No. 3970 adopting the 2011-12 Budget
.with an uncommitted contingency reserve in the amount of $200,909 as part of the unassigned fund
balance. Final figures for 2010-11 reflected $138,126 in a combination of excess revenue and reduced
expenditures that was not expected at the time of the 2011-12 Budget Adoption. That amount was
added to the General Fund's 2011-12 contingency reserve, bringing the total reserve to $339,035 for
consideration at the mid-year review.

MID-YEAR BUDGET ANALYSIS
Expenditures and revenues through January, 2012 are within expected amounts. However, staff has
identified one area needing an adjustment for anticipated revenue. The revenue line item for the
Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) appears that it will fall short of the budgeted amount
of $877,946 by $65,000.
This al11Pllnt, whep suptr(lcted from the r~serve f\.lrHJ~, ~rill~s the t9tal funds under consideration to

$274/Q~5.

.

MID YEAR BUIlGET REVISION

~1:C;OMMENDATI0!'lS

Assuming continued stability in the second half of the budget year, the uncommitted resources
outlined above totaling $274,035, are currently available for appropriation. Staff recommends the
following items for Council consideration:

1.

Server Room cooling system - Increase the Equipment Fund budget by $4,000 to install a
permanent air cooling system in the computer server room.

ITEMS
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The server room, which is on the second floor directly under the tower, must be kept at a
constant temperature of 68 degrees to ensure the equipment doesn't overheat. Until
recently, this has been accomplished with a portable air conditioning unit not specifically
designed for this function. Unfortunately, this solution is no longer working as the air
conditioner periodically overheats and stops cooling, putting the computer equipment at
risk. This room contains our 911 equipment and all the servers for Town Hall operations.
2.

Video in Council Chambers - Increase the Equipment Fund budget by $6800 to install video
capability in our Council Chambers.
Barbara Thornton of the Marin Telecommunications Agency (MTA) is working with a
number of the smaller Marin cities to make video capabilities for meetings affordable. The
cities that join would be able to share a server, share the cost of training, and benefit from
reduced upfront and monthly costs. Currently, she is working with San Anselmo, Ross,
Fairfax and larkspur.
Video equipment for the chambers, utilizing just one camera, would cost $10,000·12,000.
The cost of the equipment and the installation can be covered by PEG (Public, Education,
Government) fees and would not cost the Town anything.
The Town would need to purchase the hardware/software to record the meetings, transmit
the video for web streaming, and link the video with the agenda and staff reports. This
requires two Granicus suites, the Open Platform and the Government Transparency. There
is an upfront and a monthly cost for these items. The most it would be is $6800 upfront and
$570/month (beginning in July), assuming we can get the December 2011 offer to waive the
monthly fees until 7/1/12. The cost could be less if we can share with neighboring
cities/towns.
There would be a monthly cost beginning 7/1/12 of between $360 and $570 per month,
which translates to $4,320 - $6,840 per year. Again, the lower costs are a factor of whether
we are able to share with other cities/towns.
Some cities hire camera operators to run the system during meetings, but others are able to
do it in-house. With just one camera, we believe we can run the camera ourselves with
existing staff.
The materials received from the MTA are attached and give more details on the project and
costs.

3.

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) phone system - Increase the budget in the Equipment
Fund by $23,000 to change our current Centrex phone system over to the more
technologically advanced VOIP system.
The current Centrex phone system has been in place for many years, installed prior to 1989,
and is outdated. tn conjunction with the new Twin Cities Police Authority (TCPA) building,
moving dispatch to Twin Cities facility and sharing services with the authority, an
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opportunity has arisen to install a VOlP system at a reduced cost. TCPA is already on a VOIP
system. To facilitate communications between the two agencies, the Police Department
will be transitioning to a VOIP system. This is planned to be accomplished by purchasing the
necessary "Communications Manager" hardware for $5,000 (from the already budgeted
computer hardware/software line item in the Equipment Fund). The rest of the hardware
(phones) for the Police Department will be obtained. without charge from Twin Cities
surplus stock.
To include the rest of Town staff in the VOIP system, we would have to pay one-time
licensing costs of $11,512. In addition, we would have to purchase up to 42 phones at an
estimated cost of $9,000. Installation would be through our tech providers, Marin IT, and
would be approximately $2,500, for a total cost of $23,000.
Advantages of the VOIP system include:
•
•

A much lower monthly cost because there are no per minute charges for local calls
and long distance charges are bundled.
Features that we currently pay for are included, such as call forwarding, call waiting,
vOicemail, caller 10 and three-way calling.

Disadvantages of the VOIP system include:
•

For offices without a generator (Recreation and the Corporation Yard), phones
would be inoperable during a power outage. Cell phones would be utilized in those
offices during an outage.

A land line would remain at each location to facilitate connection to the 911 emergency
system. The monthly savings on the Town's phone bill has been calculated by an
independent reviewer at $1,200 per month. This project would take approximatety 19-20
months to recoup the costs.
4.

Street Sweeping -Increase the General Fund - Engineering and Inspection budget by
$22,000 to cover the cost of street sweeping for the remainder of this fiscal year.
Staff requested proposals from other street sweeping providers this fall, because the
current provider, Marin Sanitary, more than doubled the price this year, from $55,400 to
$120,000. As a result of that process, the Town recently contracted with Universal Building
Systems for street sweeping at an average monthly cost of $ $6,400 or $77,028 annually.
The new service is working well but will cost $22,000 more than budgeted in fiscal year
2011-12. An alternative would be to reduce services in the remainder of the fiscal year to
cut costs.

In addition, staff recommends several changes to the Grant Fund and the Emergency Fund.
•

Grant Fund -Increase the revenue and expenditure budgets by $620,000 to reflect
the recently acquired Safe Routes to Schools grant.
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•

Emergency Fund - The $158,517 debt service payment for the Firehouse Municipal
Lease is currently budgeted in the Emergency Fund but will be made from the newly
established Municipal Fund. The transfer from the General Fund to fund this
payment will be transferred to the Municipal Fund instead of the Emergency Fund.

FISCAL IMPACT OF MID-YEAR BUDGET CHANGE
The General Fund resources currently under consideration for appropriation are $274,035. In addition,
the Equipment Fund has an ending fund balance of $51,900 that could be used to fund items 1, 2 and
3, for a total of $33,800, leaving a balance of $18,100 in the ending fund balance in the Equipment
Fund.
To assist the Council in their deliberations, staff offers the following assessment regarding the Town's
financial outlook for 2012-13:
•

Excess Revenue Carryover: Staff has reviewed revenue and expenditure data to date and has
projected estimates for the fiscal year end. Year-to-date figures indicate that General Fund
revenues, aside from the item listed above, will likely meet budgeted amounts. Continued tight
control on expenditures during the first half of the year has kept spending within budgeted
limits. As a result, staff projects that the Town may end the fiscal year within budget.

•

Property Tax Revenue: Supplemental Tax revenue, which is often an estimate of tax growth or
contraction, has been slowly increasing. Conservative estimates are that we can expect a
growth in property tax revenue next fiscal year of 2%.

•

Uncertainty of State Funding: State funding comes to the Town from a number of different
avenues, e.g. Motor Vehicle License Fees; 1% Sales Tax and .5% Prop 172 Sales Tax; COPS
funding; State Mandated Reimbursements; State Library Aid; etc. In total, these sources
generally provide more than $1 M to the annual budget. The only proposal currently in the
works to cut these funding sources is around State Library Aid, which could be about $15,000.

•

Isabel Cook Complex Income: The transition of the upstairs space at the complex to art studios
(and the Recreation offices) is complete and tenants have been secured for all the spaces.

•

Employee Compensation Expense: All three employee groups (Police, Fire and Miscellaneous)
will be in negotiations this year. Regardless of the result of those negotiations, there will be the
cost of step increases and related expenses, perhaps an additional $63,000. Somewhat
offsetting these increases will be the tier-2 retirement cost savings realized from staff turnover.

•

Fire Service Expense: Ross Valley Fire Service is working with the Town of Ross to have Ross
enter the Fire Service as a full member. This could result in some cost savings but it may be
more realistic to think that the best result would be no increase in Fire Service expense.

•

Insurance Fund Expense: The Town's experience in the Insurance Fund this fiscal year has been
as anticipated. It is highly likely, however, that the Insurance Fund will need a substantial
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injection of funds next fiscal year to remain at its current reserve level, probably about
$200,000.

CONCLUSION
The Town is currently in stable financial condition and is fortunate to have reserve funds available at
this time for appropriation. Staff's recommendation for each of these mid-year appropriations is made
from a sense of their specific necessity but .also with a careful eye toward the needs of an uncertain
future.
Respectfully submitted,

/Q.e6.U ;dt~
". ~2d~!tt4v
Debra Stutsman, Town Manager

Attachment #1 Draft Resolution #

Daria Carrillo, Finance & Admin Services Director

, A Resolution of the Town Council of the Town of San

Anselmo Amending the 2011-12 Budget
Attachment #2: Marin Telecommunication Agency information on Video Services

TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
RESOLUTION NO.
A RESOLUTION OF THE TOWN COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF SAN ANSELMO
AMENDING THE 2011-2012 BUDGET
WHEREAS, the Town Council adopted the 2011-2012 fiscal year budget by Resolution No.
3970 on September 27,2011; and

.

WHEREAS, new information on projected revenues and expenditures has emerged since
adoption of the 2011-2012 budget,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that the 2011-2012 budget be
amended as follows:

GENERAL FUND
The revenue budget is hereby revised as follows:
ERAF

Decrease by $65,000 to adjust ERAF funds
distribution as estimated by Marin County
Department of Finance

The expenditure budget is hereby revised as follows:

Contingency ReservelUnassigned
Portion of Ending Fund Balance

Decrease by $22,000 to fund increase in street
sweeping budget

EQUIPMENT FUND
The budget is hereby revised as follows:
Increase to Expenditure Budget:

Increase by $4,000 for installation of
permanent air cooling system in the computer
server room
Increase by $6,800 for installation of video
equipment in Council Chambers
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Increase by $23,000 to change current Centrex
phone system to the more technologically
advanced VOIP system

GRANT FUND
The budget is hereby revised as follows:
Increase to Revenue Budget:

Increase by $620,000 for Safe Routes grant

Increase to Expenditure Budget:

Increase by $620,000 for streetscape
improvements around schools

MUNICIPAL LEASE FUND and EMERGENCY FUND
The budgets are hereby revised as follows:

The $158,517 debt service payment currently
budgeted in the Emergency Fund will be made
from the newly established Municipal Fund.
The transfer from the general fund to fund this
payment will be transferred to the Municipal
Fund instead of the Emergency Fund.

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was passed and adopted by the San Anselmo
Town Council at a regular meeting thereof, held on the 14th day of February, 2012, by the
following vote, to wit:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Tom McInerney, Mayor
ATTEST:

Barbara Chambers, Town Clerk

To: Debbie, Stutsman, Town Manager
From: Barbara Thornton, Marin Telecommunications Agency
Re: Video Services for San Anselmo
Date: January 11, 2012

I.

Summary

This document presents information regarding video service elements for the Town of San
Anselmo. It includes information regarding the video equipment that will provide for the
recording and transport of the video signals for real time cablecast on CATV and for real time
web streaming. In addition, information is provided regarding the Granicus services. Estimated
costs for the capabilities are also identified. The cost for Granicus services may vary depending
upon a city choosing to be stand alone versus sharing the Granicus Open Platform server
amongst 2-4 cities in order to efficiently use the server and decrease the cost for individual cities.

II.

Discussion

Many cities and government agencies are increasing the transparency of government meetings by
implementing the use of video and server equipment and services in order to facilitate web
streaming and broadcasting on local community channels, often with indexing and links to
meeting agendas and staff reports. In Marin the Board of Supervisors, the cities of Novato, Mill
Valley, Sausalito and San Rafael are currently broadcasting and webcastinglstreaming their
meetings as are other government agencies such as Marin Energy Authority and SMART. In
.addition to Ross, the cities of Fairfax, San Anselmo and Larkspur are considering initiating
meeting video services in the near terin.
There are two key start up components required to establish meeting video services for San
Anselmo: 1) The design, purchase and installation of the video equipment which can be done by
Michael Eisenmenger of the Community Media Center of Marin (CMCM); and 2) The Granicus
solution which provides the capability to capture the video, link the agenda and staff reports to
the video, along with other functionalities, such as the iPad app. The video or audio recording
can then be played as a web stream, as video/audio podcasts, and broadcast on the local
community TV channels (Comcast Channel 27 and AT&T U-verse Channel 99).
The CMCM has provided a quote for San Anselmo video equipment installation for a couple of
different camera configurations, given current recommendations for design and equipment. This
is the work that can be covered by the MTA PEG fees. Ball park estimates for this equipment
and work are 1) A single camera setup is approximately $10,000 - $12,000.
2) A multiple camera set up is approximately $20,000-$25,000.
The Granicus capability is what provides for recording the meetings and transmitting the video
for web streaming, as well as the software that enables the linking of the video with the agenda
and staff reports, etc. The Granicus capability that facilitates the video recording and·
transmission, and linking ofthe video to the agenda and staff reports requires two suites:
1. Open Platform Suite
$100/month if shared with other cities (which is likely), plus a share of $380/month for
the shared server. As an example if 3 cities share the server it would be $ 195/month for
each of the 3 cities.
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$380lmonth ifnotshared with other cities.
2. Government Transparency Suite
$190/month, and $6,800 up front cost (the upfront cost can be decreased ifmultiple
Marin government agencies are trained at the same time, thereby sharing the training
cost, e.g. if 3 cities train at once it would be $567 per agency rather than $1 ,70b for each
agency and the up front cost per agency would be ~$5,667 rather than $6,800.
3. If two Marin cities/agencies sign up at the same time they would receive a 10% discount
on the monthly rate and the up front cost. If three or more cities sign up a higher discount
may be available.
4. In addition, for the cities that sign up for Granicus within the December 2011 offer the
monthly fees are waived until July 1, 2012.
In summary, the estimated cost to San Anselmo for Granicus Open Platform and Goveriunent
Transparency Suites given optional discount offers:
1. San Anselmo signs up under the December 2011 offer, no other cities sign up
$6,800 up front cost and $570/month beginning July2012.
2. San Anselmo and another Marin city signs up (provides 10% discount) with benefit of
the Granicus December 2011 offer
$5,355 up front cost (assumes training is shared with second city), and $387 /
month beginning July 2012.
Attached is a report that identifies various configurations of sharing the Granicus Open Platform
Server and Training and the estimated cost for the various scenarios. Sharing the'server amongst
2-4 cities that sign up reduces the cost for each city.
Another element of the video services is how the video recording is handled, i.e. by staff with a
few basic shots within the chambers and probably no titles, names, etc. Or alternately, San
Anselmo can contract with the CMCM or others to operate the equipment during the meeting
and add in titles, names, etc. and provide transitions from one shot to another. The CMCM staff
can do this work. Their rate is generally $75-$100/hour. If San Anselmo engages the CMCM
staff to do the video recording work, it helps support the CMCM with a revenue stream and
supports the overall operations of the media center for the channels. The work can be done by
others, although it wouldn't achieve a dual purpose of supporting the CMCM's ongoing
operations.
This document provides information for San Anselmo to consider with regard to having video
equipment installed in the Town council chambers which can be funded by PEG funds from the
MTA. In addition it provides information regarding the basic Granicus services and cost based
upon various scenarios depending upon the number of cities sharing the Granicus services, and
the availability of the December 2011 special Granicus offer, and final negotiations given
commitments by the cities that want to be included. The Granicus costs for San Anselmo are the
responsibility of the Town.
Attachments:
CMCM proposal for video equipment design, purchase and installation in San Anselmo
Council Chambers
Granicus proposal for Open Platform and Government Transparency Suites and Product
Information

Granicus Cost Sharing Scenarios

Granicus Scenarios
Single Cill!
Open Platform

Uefrontlcit~

Monthl~cit~

$

380

$

6,800

$

190

Total Cost per city $

6,800

$

570

iGovt Transparency Suite

Comeutation of Shared Cost

I
2 cities Sharing Server '
Op'en Platform

$

240

Monthly - ($380 + $100)/2 = $240 each
Upfront - $6,800-($1700/2)=$5,950 each

w/1O%discount
216
$
$

5,355

$

171

$

5,355

$

387

$

5,950

$

190

Total Cost per city $

5,950

$

430

$

194

Monthly - ($380 + $100 + $100)/2 = $194each

w/1S% discount (not confirmed)
165
$

Upfront - $6,800-($1700/3)=$5,667 each

$ 4,817

$

162

4,817

$

326

Govt Transparency Suite

3 titil!ssharing server
Open Platform
$

5,667

$

190

Total Cost per city $

5,667

$

384

$

170

Monthly - ($380 + $100 + $100 + $100)/2 = $170 each

w/20% discount (not confinnedj
136
$

Upfront - $6,800-($1700/4)=$5,525 each

$ 4,420

$

152

$ 4,420

$

288

Govt Transparency Suite

4 cities sharing server
Open Platform
$

5,525

$

190

Total Cost per city $

5,525

$

360

Govt Transparency Suite

$

Cit:lt: Meeting Schedules
San Anselmo
Council meetings
Planning commission mtgs

2nd & 4th Tuesdays (same night as Larkspur Planning)
1st & 3rd Mondays

Fairfax
Council
Planning Commission
Design

1st Wednesdays
3rd Thursday (also currently special mtgs 1st Thursday)
2nd Wednesday

Ross
Town council

2nd Thursday

Larkspur
Council
Planning Commission

1st & 3rd Wednesday
2nd & 4th Tuesday (same night as San Anselmo council)

Granicus Shared Cost city mtg schedules_Ol1012

01/12/2012 8:15 AM

Video Proposal
San Anselmo Council
revised Dec 9, 2011

Michael Eisenmenger
Executive Director
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Council Chambers
The San Anselmo town council chambers are inoderately sized with ample but
limited public seating in addition to the council dias and staff work areas.

Existing Lighting
Lighting in this chamber is actually better than most area council chambers,
consisting primarily of halogen track lighting. There are complaints of glare in the
eyes of seated council members from the front most track. We would recommend
these be fitted with frosted glass lenses which will reduce glare. If the manufacturer doesn't;offer this option, the lamps may have to be replaced with a different
fixture (using the same track). If replaced, consider LED lamps to reduce heat and
save energy.
General Wiring
The Chamber currently has a sound system and dias microphones that also provide audio to the lobby and porch for larger attendances. It is a capable system
and more than adequate for the additional video system. The mixers, amplifiers
and PA and located in a closet under the stairwell in the hallway past the dias.
The council also has an adequate projection system and screen located behind
the dias. While not readily visible for council members it provides a good view for
the audience and would be easier to frame with a single video camera setup.
Video
A simpler one-camera system has been requested, providing a live video feed to a
web host (such as Granicus) while also providing a means to record or live cablecast the.meetings. Pricing is also included for a multi-camera system for comparison and/or future considerations.
We have been using similar cameras and control equipment in all Marin installations to enable easier upgrades and support/replacement. For cameras we're
specifying Sony D70 cameras, small robotic cameras that are remarketed by Vaddio with Cat5e cabling instead of traditional video and power cabling. This simplifies installation and allows for more remote placement of the cameras. Additional
equipment would be needed to split the video signals for different destinations
(web host, cable, recorder, etc) as well as for recording and live cablecasting.
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The camera would be located centered at the back of the chamber. This would
afford a view of all council members and staff as well as any projections. The only
drawback would be·a proper camera angle for public speakers and presenters,
but if the podium was situated at a 45 degree angle, the person would be at least
partially visible. A single camera can store a limited number of cameras positions
which can be preprogrammed in the wireless remote control. When selected the
camera moves to that position (somewhat abruptly), but this does allow for some
variety in camera angles.
Should a multi-camera installation be desired later, all the equipment installed for
this single camera installation could be re-used in the new system. A plan for a
multi-camera system is included and shows the improved camera angles for staff
and public presenters. This system could also directly connect to the projection
system computer providing better quality transmission of powerpoints presentations, etc. A multi-camera system would require a live operator to switch between
cameras and add live graphics, CMCM can provide this production service. Such
an operator could work just outside the equipment/termination closet using a
folding table when needed for the equipment CMCM provides.
Cabling
Since all wiring currently terminates in the stairwell closet, video cable would be
pulled there as well. For a single camera installation two cat5e cables will need to
be pulled from the camera position to the termination equipment in the closet.
This can either pass through the crawl or the attic, which ever is most convenient.
Cabling may need to be shielded if it passes parallel to electrical wiring for long
stretches, in which case aluminium conduit will be needed. All this cabling is lowvoltage and requires no special permits for installation.
Equipment Closet
The current equipment closet will house the video equipment in addition to
the existing audio equipment. The reVIsed system calls for the video signal to be
transmitted directly to CMCM over the iNet. Upon arrival at CMCM, the signal
is cablecast live on Channel 27, recorded for later playback and streamed live on
the internet via the CMCM web site. The signal can also be split and sent to a
third party webcast provider server for web streaming via that system as well as
subsequent archiving.
Live Cable casting
Live cablecasting is made possiple via the iNet (Midas). A video encoder would
be located at the San Anselmo Chamber which sends the video in data form to a
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decoder at CMCM. The Media Center can then schedule and program the meetings live on the Government Channel (27)whkh will also streams live on the
web simultaneously. The amount of dedicated bandwidth necessary for broadcast
quality video ranges from 3-6Mb (by contrast only 400Kb is used for internet
streaming). San Anselmo will need to have that bandwidth available for the programming to be sent live without interruption. This is lIkely not a problem, given
the evening schedules, though Marin IT may require that adjustments and/or
additional hardware be installed.
CMCM utilizes vBrick technology for the encoder/decoder devices. A new
MPEG2 vBrick encoder ranges from $7-9,000 depending on the options desired.
To counter that high cost, CMCM has been purchasing used encoders to refurbish for these purposes. San Anselmo will need to contract with Marin IT to
configure your existing network switch for these purposes. CMCM is unable to
provide a cost estimate or timeframe for completion for the work of this vendor
Live Webcasting
We believe Granicus has already been chosen as the provider and their server
will reside at CMCM and made accessible to clerks for scheduling and recording
meetings, etc. City personal would log into separate accounts on the server to
schedule their meetings and recordings. Should there be a change, there are a
number of options available for live webcasting, archive and storage from CMCM
and third party vendors.
CMCM Web Streaming Services
CMCM can offer live flash streaming and file archiving as part of the production
services on a per meeting rate. San Anselmo be given code to embed the live
stream in a player on the city web site for local residents to view during meetings.
Archive recording of the web stream takes place at CMCM and is then uploaded
to our server for later viewing via video on demand access on the internet.
CMCM offers no video indexing or other services at present, but can provide that
if desired for an additional cost.
Third Party Web Streaming Vendors
There are a number of third party vendors that provide similar and enhanced
services, including Granicus and Earth Channel amongst others. These dedicated
services offer more features but can cost $700-1200 mo plus an initial setup costs
up to $5000. These systems also require city personal to receive training for subsequent operations, file indexing and other site maintenance to properly archive
the video files and other meeting materials.
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CMCM - Ongoing Video Production Support and Maintenance
CMCM will include two hours of training with the installation (camera operation, troubleshooting) and is available for ongoing service/repair at the rate of $100 hr. plus any
replacement part costs. At present CMCM does not charge cities for scheduling and
playback of live or recorded meetings on the government cable channel.. However we
reserve the right to recover any costs we may incur to provide this service in the future.
CMCM can be contracted for the ongoing support and maintenance of the equipment
as well as the production services necessary to air and record the council meetings and
other events held in the chamber. For a multi-camera production, CMCM personal
would arrive with a video switcher to produce the meeting, ensure the signal is transported to cable and the web and also provide a local back-up recording should there be
unexpected problems with either the iNet or third party vendor streaming services.
San Anselmo Responsibilities
In a single camera set-up, CMCM will not have staff on hand for the transmission of
meetings to cable or the web. Our automated system will be scheduled in advance to
receive, record and livecablecast/web stream the meetings provided schedules are sent
in advance for San Anselmo meetings .. The San Anselmo staff/clerk will be responsible .
for configuring Granicus or any other third party web hosting software. In addition they
will need to power on the encoder before meetings (and turn off after). We recommend
that a DVD recorder be located at the San Anselmo chambers to provide a back-up copy
of the meeting should network difficulties arise that compromise the transmission and
recording of the meeting at CMCM. San Anselmo staff would be responsible for operating this and providing the necessary DVD media.
Next Steps
Should the San Anselmo Council decide to move forward with this, the next step would
be arrange with CMCM to finalize installation details/locations and a contract for installation. Equipment can typically be procured within two - three weeks and installation
can be scheduled over the course of the following week. Testing on the iNet network
will require that Marin IT has completed the configurations to the data switch. Costs for
the initial installation are now being paid for by PEG fees, as such San Anselmo will not
incur costs for the equipment and installation provided by CMCM.
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Single Camera Option ~
A single camera set-up suitable for web streaming purposes. In this scenario, the
camera would be operated by city personal who would also configure the vBricks
for live video transport and record a safety backup to DVD. This set-up includes
no character generation hardware for identifying on-screen graphics.
Qty

Item

1
1

Unit

Total

Wallview Sony Camera 70 Kit System - white

$1345

$1345

Model 70 Wall mount

$70

$70

$200

Video Production Equipment

1

VM-30AYC Audio & S-Video Distribution Amplifier

2

4-Pin Male to 4-Pin Male S-Video Cable 18 Inches $9

$45

2

4-Pin Male to 4-Pin Male S-Video Cable 3'

$10

$20

2

2 RCA Male to 2 RCA Male Audio Cable (1.5')

$4

$8

1

[25pcs] Cable Raceway, 1600mm

$250

$250

-

Misc Cabling/Hardware

$100

$100

$200

1

Middle Atlantic rack for video equip

$500

$500

3

Rack Shelves

$100

$300

1

vBrick MPEG2 Encoder - refurbished

$1000

$1000

1

vBrick MPEG2 Decoder - refurbished

$1000

$1000

2

DVD Recorder (backup recording)

$350

$350

1

NTSC Monitor 8" for DVD

$400

$400

60hr

INSTALLATION, setup and testing of equipment,
including any staff training required (+/- 4 hours).

$75 hr

$4500

SUBTOTAL

$10,088

-

CONTINGENCY: Change orders / delays caused
by other vendors

20%

$2000

TOTAL

$12,288

Community Media Center of Marin I 819 A Street, San Rafael, CA I 415.721.0636 I www.cmcm.tv
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Single Camera Option - illustrating camera placement
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Single Camera Option - illustrating cable paths
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Multi-Camera Installation Costs
This is. equipment pricing for a multi-camera option with the Video Switcher
provided by CMCM production staff.
Qty

Item

Unit

Total

Video Production Equipment
3

Wallview Sony Camera 70 Kit System - white

$1345

$4035

3

Model 70 Wallmount

$70

$280

1

Vaddio Quick Connect4

$700

$700

1

Prod\.lctionView Precision Camera Controller

$2495

$2495

1

VM-30AYC Audio & S-Video Distribution Amplifier

$200

$200

2

G-tech 1TB External Firewire Drive

$170

$340

5

4-Pin Male to 4-Pin Male S-Video Cable 18 Inches $9

$45

10

4-Pin Male to 4-Pin Male S-Video Cable 3'

$10

$100

5

2 RCA Male to 2 RCA Male Audio Cable (1.5')

$4

$20

2

[25pcs] Cable Raceway, 16QOmm

$250

$500

-

MiscCabling/Hardware

$200

$200

1

Middle Atlantic rack for video equip

$500

$500

3

Rack Shelves

$100

$300

1

vBrick MPEG2 Encoder - refurbished

$1000

$1000

1

. vBrick MPEG2 Decoder - refurbished

$1000

$1000

2

DVD Recorder (backup recording)

$350

$350

1

NTSC Monitor 8" for DVD

$400

$400

1

Portable video switcher provided by CMCM when
needed

$15,000

N/A·

120hr

INSTALLATION, setup and testing of equipment,
including any staff training required (+1- 4 hours).

$75 hr

$9000

SUBTOTAL

$21,465

20%

$4200

TOTAL

$25,665

-

CONTINGENCY: Change orders 1 delays caused
by other vendors

Community Media Center of Marin I 819 A Street, San Rafael, CA I 415.721.0636 I www.cmcm.tv
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Multi-Camera Camera Option - illustrating camera placements and improved
meeting coverage of particpants
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Government Transparency Solution

Proposal presented to:

12-1-11
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for considering Granicus.lt has been a pleasure to learn about the unique needs of the City
of San Anselmo. We look forward to establishing a rewarding, long-term relationship with you.
On the following few pages, you will find a breakdown of our proposed solution, some of our key
differentiators, detailed pricing, some future possibilities and our next step checklist.
Nearly 1,000 jurisdictions have selected Granicus as a partner to help them build trust with citizens,
reduce staff time spent on processing meetings and to deliver eLearning. We hope that you enjoy
being part of the Granicus client family.
If I or any other member of the Granicus team can be of further assistance, please contact me at 206859-0525:

Most Sincerely,

Kelly Barlow
Granicus, Inc.
206-859-0525
Kelly@granicus.com
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Our pricing reflects'our commitment to supply customers with the highest value and quality software and support.

*Shared Open Platform Suite
Government Transparency Suite
Shipping
Grand Total

$0.00

$100.00

$6,800.00

$190.00

$125.00

$0.00

$6,925.00

$290.00

*If the City wishes to have their own Open Platform Solution, instead. of the shared option the cost would be $380.00 per month.
,

o

All suites require the Granicus Open Platform

Q

All suites (except Meeting Efficiency add-ons) include hardware and software

®

Sales tax may apply depending on your organization's tax status and the tax laws unique to your state, county and/or
municipality

This proposal expires on 7-1-12

*** NOTE: The pricing in this preliminary proposal is SUBJECT-TO-CHANGE. While this preliminary proposal will provide you with our
best possible estimate of what your solution will look like, it is not considered complete until a network assessment has been
completed. Our goal here at Granicus is to make sure that every new client has a successful deployment and to make sure that our
products exceed your expectations. We believe that spending the time to accurately conduct an assessment of your network and
documents will help us meet our goals and will ensure that you have the best experience possible.

4

***

<0

mim

The Granicus® Open Platform allows you to stream an unlimited number of meetings and events online
and over mobile devices - play video in H.264* and Silverlight. Publish all of your content online with
indefinite retention schedules. Granicus Encoding Appliance gives you unlimited bandwidth and
storage as well as local live and on-demand streaming for up to 50 concurrent viewers. You can also
access a library of community content and start publishing videos immediately. Finally, leverage an
open architectur~ and connect in-house or third-party solutions to Granicus. Click here for more
information on the Granicus Open Platform.
o

Stream unlimited meeting bodies and events

Gl

Indefinite retention schedules

@

Intelligent media routing

@

Community content library

®

Open architecture and SDK

* In pilot, will be available to all customers upon release

The Government Transparency Suite gives your citizens greater access to public meetings and records
online. Take the next step towards greater transparency and link related documents to your video,
offer your full agenda packet, and provide advanced searching of archives. Connect agenda data to the
iPad to review agendas and support documents, take notes and more. Reach a broader audience with
pod casting - download media in MP3 and MP4 formats and view video offline. Granicus' reporting
tools give you a detailed analysis of visitor statistics to help you better understand viewership trends.
Click here for more information on the Government Transparency Suite.
®

Publish agenda packets with video

@

link relevant materials
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Build reports and analytics
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Index videos live

®

Offer downloadable formats (MP3 & MP4)
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Citizen Participation Suite
The Citizen Participation Suite allows you to seamlessly collect feedback from citizens on items tied to
upcoming meetings. Reduce the administrative overhead of collecting, organizing, and managing
citizen feedback through an online form available on your website. Automatically produce and
distribute a consolidated report of comments to help elected members better understand the opinions
of citizens before making policy decisions. Click here for more information on the Citizen Participation
. Suite.
@

Online comment form with related documents

(0

Website integration

®

F

",0-

c~
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Get text and video comments on
agenda items

e

:-'1

Build and distribute a consolidated

II __

report
®

~

Agenda integration

uV\eeting Efficiency Suite
The Meeting Efficiency Suite is a live meeting workflow solution that combines minutes with a
meeting's recording. Capture and publish minutes, saving staff time and cutting administrative costs.
Record roll-call, agenda items, speakers, motions, votes, and notes through a simple interface. After
the meeting, finalize minutes quickly and easily in Microsoft Word™. With VoteLog, allow the public to
track legislation, ordinances and even voting member records through your website. This Suite you can
seamlessly integrate with agenda solutions already in place. Click here for more information on the
Meeting Efficiency Suite.
@

..

Meeting preparation tools
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®Live minutes automation
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Quick notes and text expansion

@

Minutes editing and publishing

@

Generate linked minutes
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This addition to the Meeting Efficiency Suite gives elected officials a new way to participate in pUblic
meetings using touch-screen displays to record motions and votes as well as request to speak. View full
agendas, supporting materi,als, the current item, speakers and vote results all from the touch-screen
display. Record actions directly from elected members and ensure greater accuracy. Help your
audience follow fast-paced meetings with a public display that shows current item, vote results and
more.
®

Touch-screen displays

Gil

Digitai speaker queue

®

Vote and roll call automation

o

Review paperless agenda packets

The Legislative Management Suite offers a complete and automated agenda workflow solution. Create
agenda items and assign them to the appropriate agenda, making agenda creation seamless. Item
approvals are done automatically - approvers are notified when it's their turn to review. Once the
agenda is generated, a minutes report is automatically created with the same data. All attendance,
actions, movers/seconders, votes and notes can be captured for the public record. This Suite also
allows you to track legislation from inception through approvals and actions taken. Click here for more
information on the Legislative Mana&ement Suite.
(l)

Agenda item drafting

®

Electronic approval process

@

Agenda packet generation and publication

®

Meeting minutes

®

Track and search legislative data
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The Training Management Suite is an easy way to create, manage, and deliver online video training for
staff and citizens. Web-based access allows you to manage and update content anywhere, at anytime.
Synchronize video with course materials including documents, graphics, or presentations. Comply with
state and federal training mandates through exam certifications and result tracking. Integrate with
Learning Management Systems (LMS) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions. Click here for
. more information on the Training Management Suite.

g_. '. -.

Trainee portal and transcript tracking

tl·

Training course and exam builder

®
@

.

. '

Export training results
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Create certificates of completion
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API integrations
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Engage new audiences and support ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliance with closed
captioning for your meetings. Give your audience greater accessibility and allow them to search
archives for any word spoken during the meeting. Captions can be recorded in real-time or added to
archive meetings.

Produce a complete, word-for-word transcript and give the public a written account of your meeting.
Transcripts can be attached to archived videos and published online as supporting documentation. This
service is available for archived meetings only.

9

let Granicusheip you complete and produce your meeting minutes.

Stay consistent with your

previously published minutes documents and choose your preferred format: action, summary, or
verbatim. Minutes can be delivered as Word or PDF documents and published your website: This
service includes post-meeting video trimming and time stamping.

For organizations short on staff or resources, allow Granicus to index and publish media content for
you. Events will be setup and recorded in MediaManager. Once a meeting is complete, your archive is
trimmed, time stamped to create easy to navigate jump to points, and published online.

Encoding services allow our clients with existing media recordings to have files re-encoded into
Granicus' preferred formats (WMV, WMA, Adobe Flash H.264*). Recordings will be trimmed and
uploaded into your specified folder in MediaManager. Granicus will accept files in various formats
including VHS, DVD, CD, Dv Cam, HDV, Beta SP, Beta SX, most digital files, audio cassettes, and more.

* In pilot, will be available to all customers upon release

involve citizens in meetings or special events that are held off-site or in hard-to-reach locations over
the Web with Mobile Encoder. Simply connect your existing audio/video source to a laptop computer
and stream the event to your website live or on-demand, with or without an Internet connection.
Index in real-time and run the event like any other Granicus meeting .

. Help your audience follow fast-paced meetings. Display live meeting actions including current agenda
item, vote results, and speakers over large monitors both inside and outside the meeting chambers.
Push this information to the Web or display results on TV through your cable feed.

10

This network performance tool allows you to distribute hundreds of simultaneous on-site streams with
minimal network impact. Get enterprise class on-site storage and distribution of your video content.
This system was designed, architected, and tested for high-performance needs to help you avoid single
points of failure.

Website integrations are customized to match the look and feel of your website. Granicus offers
multiple options to give you the results you want. From sectioned view pages organized by meeting
bodies, to a listing of original programming organized by content, Granicus will design and create pages
to help you better manage your online media.

Granicus provides a comprehensive Managed Services package with every solution to ensure longlasting success with our technologies while maximizing your solution's performance. Our fully managed
and hosted infrastructure offers unlimited bandwidth, storage and the highest security standards of
your data through a cloud-based platform. Our remote, proactive systems monitoring guarantees
faster response time, predicts problems before they arise, and helps reduce the cost of IT support and
maintenance.
The Granicus team works around-the-clock to ensure your applications are protected and operating
smoothly. You also receive continual access to advanced learning tools and the hands-on support,
knowledge, and expertise of our skilled Support Engineers and Customer Advocacy professionals.
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Encoding Appliance

•

•

Hosted Web-Based Application

•

•

•

•

It

..

•

Installation of the agenda parser to read and
parse documents automatically.

.,

Local installation of software in
chambers to boost minutes efficiency.

Public Display

•

Application installation to live broad~ast text
displays of meeting actions in-person, online, or
over TV.

Touch-screens

•

Local installation of touch-screen monitors and
applications in meeting chambers.

•

configuration.

Agenda Parser
Meeting Software

•

It

Workflow Implementation
Onsite Training and Meeting Support

One-time installation of an on-premise unified
encoding and storage appliance.

•

G

•

y, Day/
1 MB'

2 Day/
Sys Admin

•

Activation of a hosted
management application.

media

and

Hands-on guidance and support to
smooth and successful user adoption.

content

meeting

ensure

On-premise support and mentorship to guide
users during a live meeting.

anytime, anywhere.
Instructor-led Online Training Series

12 hrs/
1 MB

6 hrs/
8 Users

1.5 Day/

Onsite Training and Meeting Support

1 MB'

.':-

5 Day
Combo w/
Onsite

6 hrs/
8 Users

Live online training led by a training professional
in a classroom environment.
Intensive hands-on training - at the
location to address unique user needs.

5 Day
Combow/
Online

clients'

.....
media player and media portal
embedded into customer's branded website.

•
Customized Website Integration

•

•

Custom design and -integration of a media player
and media portal to match the look and feel of
the customer's branded website.
Standard portal for legislative information that
matches the look and feel of customer's branded
website.

•

Legislative Portal WebSite Integration

•

Document Assessment

•

•

•

Analysis of current document layouts to ensure
content importing and management is successful.

Customized Agenda Template

•

•

•

Development of an HTML agenda template to
support indexing, search, and electronic
comments.

•

Development of a minutes template in HTML or
Microsoft Word to support video links.

Customized Minutes Template
Standard Reports

Standardized report templates for agendas and
minutes.

•

Configuration including-- graphiCS, colors, fonts,
and standard text elements.

Public Display Template
Training Portal

•

12

Standard portal for -trainees that displays ondemand trainings, exams and reports.

•

.,'zi'granlcus.

~

connecting government

@

World's most experienced provider of government transparency, citizen participation, meeting
efficiency, legislative management, and training management solutions with:
o

Over 900 clients in all 50 states, at every level of government

o

Over 31 million government webcastsviewed

o

More than 265,350 government meetings online

@

First fully integrated legislative workflow management system for local government

®

Open API architecture and SDK allow for seamless integrations with systems already in place

®

Certified integrations provide flexibility and choice of agenda workflow solutions

®

Only government webcasting service to provide encoding, minutes annotation, transcription,
and closed captioning services

EiI

Truly unlimited storage and distribution for all meeting bodies and non-meeting content

@

Indefinite retention schedules for all archived meeting and non:'meeting content

f!J

Only provider of both government webcasting and citizen participation services

Ii>

Only provider of both government webcasting and training management services

®

Access a library of peer-created government media content from over 900 Granicus users

o

24/7/365 customerservice and support

®

97% customer satisfaction rating, 99% client retention rating

®

Ranked 185 on Deloitte 500 fastest growing companies

G

Ranked 419 on Inc 500 fastest growing companies

®

Client Success stories are available here: http://www.granicus.com/Clients/Case-Studies.aspx
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TBD·

Proposal Review

TBD

Technical Solution Review

TBD

Project Timeline Review

TBD

Funding/Procurement Process Review

TBD

Project Approved

TBD

'Work Order Received

TBD

Contract Executed

TBD

Project Kick Off Call

TBD

Hardware Shipped

TBD

Software Installed and Configured

TBD

Solution Deployment Validated

TBD

Training Completed

TBD

Internal Go-Live

TBD

System Accepted

TBD

Go Live to the Public - Project Successful!
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